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Designing Products for Adaptability:
Insights from Four Industrial Cases
Developing products which are more easily adaptable to future requirements can increase their overall
value. Product adaptability is largely determined by choices about product architecture, especially
modularity. Because it is possible to be too modular and/or inappropriately modular, deciding how and
where to be modular in a cost-effective way is an important managerial decision. In this paper, we gather
data from four case studies to model effects of firms’ product architecture decisions at the component level.
We optimize an architecture adaptability value (AAV) measure that accounts for both the benefits of more
architecture options and the costs of interfaces. The optimal architecture prompted each firm to re-architect
an existing product to increase its expected future profitability. Several insights emerged from the case
evidence during this research. (1) Although decomposing an architecture into an increasing number of
modules increases product adaptability, the amount of modularity is an insufficient predictor of the
adaptability value of a system. AAV, which also accounts for interface costs, provides an improved measure
of appropriate modularity. (2) Managers can influence the path of architectural evolution in the direction
of increased value. This influence may diminish but does not disappear as products become more mature.
Also, modularity and innovations co-evolved, as the new modularizations suggested by AAV optimization
prompted and guided searches for further innovations. (3) When presented with the concepts of options,
interface costs, and AAV, the firms’ designers and managers were initially skeptical. However, in each case
the modelers were able to rearchitect an actual product not only with increased AAV by our model
(theoretical improvement) but also with actual future benefits for their firm. Post-project reports from each
firm confirmed that the AAV modeling and optimization approaches were indeed helpful, equipping them
to increase the adaptability, cost-efficiency, lifespan, and overall value of actual products. The evidence
suggests that firms can benefit from designing products for adaptability, but that how they do so matters.
This study expands our understanding of modularity and adaptability by illuminating managerial decisions
and insights about appropriate approaches to each.

1. Introduction
Adaptability, the ability of a system to be changed to fit diverse circumstances, is an important attribute
for contemporary products. Uncertainties in future market needs, customer requirements, technological
capabilities, and material costs (just to name a few of the critical uncertainties facing product developers
and producers)—as well as desires for variety and customization—make adaptability valuable. The value
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of enduring products with long service lifecycles increases when they can be upgraded easily. For example,
the Airbus A380 is designed for much potential adaptability, with a reconfigurable cabin layout and
infrastructure to support numerous yet unavailable electrical systems for passenger entertainment and
comfort. Even relatively short-lived products that may not justify retrofitting by their users, such as smart
phones, can provide benefits to their developers and producers if designed with adaptability in mind. These
benefits accrue when a product is developed in a modular way that eases the allocations of development
and production tasks. For example, a product can be designed, redesigned, upgraded, produced, and
outsourced more easily if it is split into relatively independent modules, even if this situation is invisible to
the product’s users.
The structure of a product’s components and the interfaces among them is called the product’s architecture. Some architectural patterns such as modularity provide particular benefits for adaptability. Ulrich
(1995) described five areas where product architecture matters to operations managers: as a facilitator of
product change (both within a particular product’s life or over its successive generations), as an enabler of
product variety (aside from manufacturing flexibility), as an enabler of component standardization, as an
effector of product performance, and as an effector of product development (PD) organization structure and
management. Fixson (2005) described how product architecture can help coordinate decisions across the
product, manufacturing process, and supply chain domains. Therefore, it is not surprising that Henderson
and Clark (1990) identified architectural innovation as a significant source of competitive advantage. Yet,
although firms possess substantial latitude in selecting a product architecture, Ulrich (1995) noted that the
architectures of many products do not seem to be based fully on deliberate choices. Clearly, it is important
(1) to increase our understanding of how and where modularity enables adaptability to increase value and
(2) to provide decision support and insights to guide managers’ architectural decisions.
In this paper, we focus on architectural decisions that determine a product’s degree of adaptability.
Because these decisions occur at the point of product design (or redesign), we use the term design for
adaptability (DFA) to summarize these decisions (Kasarda et al. 2007; Engel and Browning 2006). To be
adaptable, a product must possess degrees of freedom that enable the addition of new capabilities and the
improvement of existing capabilities through economies of substitution (Garud and Kumaraswamy 1995).
Decisions about a product’s components, interfaces, and modules determine these degrees of freedom and
thus constitute a focus for DFA. Products with a modular architecture can be redesigned (for purposes of
upgrades or diversification of a product family) with greater ease. Conversely, a less modular architecture
makes such change more difficult and expensive. Recently, scholars (e.g., de Neufville 2001; Baldwin and
Clark 2002; Engel and Browning 2008) have considered product adaptability as a portfolio of options that
can be exercised (or not), where the value of the options is determined by the technological and market
conditions at some future time.
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Although adaptability provides benefits, it also has costs, so more is not always better. Product
architectures with more modules provide more options, but then the role of component interfaces becomes
more prominent. Interfaces can increase the difficulty of achieving product functionality, coordinating
across development teams, and assembling the product. Hence, having more modules is not always better;
buying some of these options may not be prudent; investments in adaptability may provide diminishing or
even negative returns. Furthermore, the benefits of modularity depend not only on the amount of modularity
but also on how the modularity is achieved. It is possible to be inappropriately modular as well as too
modular. Thus, how best to design a product for adaptability, through appropriate modularity, is a critical
decision. It is essential to allocate resources for adaptability to the most appropriate locations in a product’s
architecture—i.e., to buy the best modular options. Yet, despite the availability of conceptual, theoretical,
and analytical research on modularity and DFA, there has been little empirical study of actual
implementations. What changes will designers and managers make to improve the adaptability of their
products? What potential avenues to increasing adaptability will they avoid because of drawbacks?
In this paper, we use component-level data from four cases to explore how firms redesigned actual
product architectures for increased lifetime value by embedding appropriate modularity to enable adaptability to unknown future requirements. Starting with a conceptual framework grounded in the theories of
modularity, options, and interface costs, we developed a measure of a product’s architecture adaptability
value (AAV). Evidence from the four cases supports the conceptualization and operationalization of
adaptability in terms of product component option values and interface costs, wherein increased modularity
provides benefits akin to those of owning options but also incurs coordination and transaction costs. Our
approach enables us to pinpoint exactly where specific components should be merged to improve AAV.
Our findings provide insights about how a firm should properly implement product modularization for
adaptability. Evidence from the cases suggests that AAV may provide a better measure of appropriate
modularity than the mere number of modules in an architecture. These insights inform several streams of
operations management literature.

2. Conceptualization
We approach DFA by drawing upon three areas: product architecture and modularity, options, and
interface costs. This section provides background on each of these areas before synthesizing them into a
conceptual framework used to begin our research.

2.1

Product Architecture and Modularity
Ulrich (1995) defined product architecture as “the arrangement of functional elements, the mapping

from functional elements to physical components, and the specification of the interfaces among interacting
physical components.” The concept of architecture partly explains why a system provides much greater
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value than the mere sum of its parts (Rechtin 1991). For example, compared to a working aircraft, just
having all of the same aircraft parts lying separately on a runway provides dramatically less functionality
and value. It matters how the components have been designed and assembled to work together. Hence, the
latter part of Ulrich’s definition highlights the salient role of the interfaces among a product’s N physical
components. When a change in one component requires an accommodating change in another component
for the product to work correctly, the components are said to be coupled by their interface (Suh 1990).
Interfaces may vary in strength or degree. Components with relatively weaker interfaces are called loosely
coupled (Simon 1973). If an interface is eliminated, the components are decoupled. Designing an
appropriate structure of components and interfaces is called product architecting (Rechtin 1991) and is a
salient decision in the PD process (Ulrich and Eppinger 2012). Many researchers and practitioners have
used N2-charts and design structure matrices (DSMs) to represent and analyze product architecture models
(Eppinger and Browning 2012).
Modularity is one of the most important architectural patterns. Although no universal definition of
modularity has been settled (Fixson 2007), a module is a physical or conceptual grouping of components
(Yassine and Wissmann 2007) that encapsulates or hides information about them from the rest of the system
(Baldwin and Clark 2000; Langlois 2002). A modular architecture consists of loosely coupled modules,
whereas an integral architecture has more strongly coupled components and fewer modules. Thus,
Schilling (2000) described modularity and integrality as the extremes of a coupling continuum, although
the terms are also used in a relative sense and to describe movement along the continuum (e.g., becoming
“more” or “less” modular).
Because loosely coupled modules are advantageous for design, redesign, upgrade, and production,
modularity is essential to many important concepts in operations management such as mass customization
(e.g., Tu et al. 2004), flexible and agile manufacturing (e.g., Jacobs et al. 2011), component commonality
(e.g., Ferrer and Whybark 2001), component sourcing (e.g., Salvador et al. 2002), product platforms and
families (e.g., Huang et al. 2005), product return policy (e.g., Mukhopadhyay and Setoputro 2005), supply
chain configuration (e.g., Ülkü and Schmidt 2011), product variety (e.g., Baldwin and Clark 2000; Schilling
2000; Ramdas 2003; Patel and Jayaram 2014), product adaptability (e.g., Li et al. 2008), organization design (e.g., Sosa et al. 2004), and outsourcing (e.g., Tripathy and Eppinger 2013). Moreover, various streams
of product design and systems engineering literature advocate for modularity as a principle of good design
(e.g., Alexander 1964; Parnas 1972; Suh 1990; Rechtin 1991; Gershenson et al. 2003; Ulrich and Eppinger
2012). Modularity also enables economies of substitution (Garud and Kumaraswamy 1995) by decreasing
the “incorporation costs” of new components, thus enabling “modular upgradeability” and rapid prototyping, such as with object-oriented programming techniques in software development. Modular upgradeability increases the economic value of technologically improving products to both a firm and its customers
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(Krishnan and Ramachandran 2011). Although modularity may have drawbacks, such as potentially
curtailing innovation at the overall product level (Fleming and Sorenson 2001; Ethiraj and Levinthal 2004)
and increasing technical problem-solving efforts (Gomes and Joglekar 2008), many firms seek increased
modularity in their products. “In a world of change, modularity is generally worth the costs. The real issue
is normally not whether to be modular but how to be modular” (Langlois 2002, emphasis in original).
Product developers affect modularity in product architectures by addressing the product’s components
and interfaces through four decisions: (1) the number of modules (M), (2) the assignment of the N
components to the M modules, (3) the nature of the interfaces among the components within each module
(intra-module interfaces), and (4) the nature of the interfaces among the modules (inter-module interfaces)
(Ethiraj and Levinthal 2004). The conventional approach in the literature is to assign components to
modules in a way that minimizes the number of inter-module interfaces (i.e., group coupled components
together and decouple modules) while limiting module size (Rechtin 1991; Langlois 2002; Eppinger and
Browning 2012). This assignment also has implications for the design process (Sered and Reich 2006) and
the development organization, as well as for sourcing, production, distribution, support, and upgrades. On
one hand, having a greater number of modules increases flexibility to substitute, augment, exclude, and port
modules—i.e., it provides more options (Baldwin and Clark 2000). On the other hand, keeping components
together within a module reduces designers’ coordination costs. (The following subsections discuss both of
these aspects further.) However, efforts to analyze and make decisions such as these require additional, upfront attention and effort in PD (Mikkola 2006). Designing a product to have a modular architecture that
performs as well as an integral one increases development costs (Garud and Kumaraswamy 1995). Thus,
modularity is not free (options must be bought), and it is reasonable to expect that it could be possible to
overspend on modularity. Moreover, the amount of modularity—the measure used in many of the studies
cited above—turns out to be a misleading measure, because the benefits of a given amount of modularity
can vary widely depending on how the modularity is achieved: some architectural partitions into modules
are more cost-effective than others. When it comes to modularity, how matters just as much as how much.
Although the management literature on modularity does not generally argue that more is always better,
nor that the assignment of components to modules does not matter, it does not provide much guidance on
how, when, where, and to what extent managers should advance modularity in products: “There are no
guidelines to determine when to apply modular product design or how extensive the use should be of
modular systems” (Starr 2010). As noted previously, some scholars (Fleming and Sorenson 2001; Ethiraj
and Levinthal 2004; Gomes and Joglekar 2008) have generally noted that modularity can be taken too far,
but these studies did not use empirical data nor focus on product architectures. In this paper, we explore
how the specification of modules in a product’s architecture affects the costs of adaptability. Using
extensive component and interface data, we examine the architectural choices made in real products as their
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managers sought to increase the overall adaptability value provided by modularity.

2.2

Modules as Architecture Options
An option is a contract wherein the buyer purchases the right to exercise a feature of the contract at a

future date, which the seller is obliged to honor. Options have become formalized in the world of finance,
wherein an option holder has the right to purchase a stock at a predefined future date for a predetermined
price. Since an option holder is not obliged to exercise the option, it provides upside potential while
eliminating downside risk—thus becoming more valuable under conditions of high uncertainty. The BlackScholes model (Black and Scholes 1973) increased the popularity of options by providing a way to estimate
their value as a function of current and future price, time horizon, and predicted uncertainty. Real options
are a particular kind of option concerned with physical assets (Myers 1984; Copeland and Antikarov 2003).
Scholars (e.g., Baldwin and Clark 2000; de Neufville 2001; Sullivan et al. 2001; Gamba and Fusari 2009)
have explored the implications of real options specifically for product architectures, such as when a modular
system architecture provides the ability to replace (redesign, upgrade, and/or swap) modules at a lower cost
than would an integral architecture.
As described above, having a greater number of modules (by splitting subsystems) increases the number
of options available to design, redesign, reuse, upgrade, or outsource a portion of the architecture, thereby
increasing the architecture’s adaptability. All else being equal, it is more valuable to own more options.
(How much more valuable also depends on other factors, such as the amount of future uncertainty.) Figure
1 summarizes one strand of theory in this regard. (“+” should be read as “increases.” Figure 1 is not meant
to imply that the relationships shown are the only ways to affect these factors. For example, it is also
possible to increase M by strapping on to a product entirely new modules composed of additional
components.) Some models (Sharman and Yassine 2007; Gustavsson and Axelsson 2008) have used an
options-based formulation to explore the assignment of components to modules. Engel et al. (2008; 2012;
2015) developed the concept of architecture options and a quantitative model for applications within the
specific domain of product architectures. However, the use of empirical data in most of this work was quite
limited, and the mechanisms for trading off among alternative options remain in need of further exploration.
In this paper, we operationalize the benefits of modularity for adaptability and use empirical data from four
products to explore its implications.

Figure 1: One strand of theorized relationships between modularity and adaptability
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2.3

Interface Costs
In product architectures, interface costs are the additional costs incurred to ensure that separately

designed components will work together correctly in the overall product. Interface costs include any
organizational, process, design, experimentation, testing, manufacturing, assembly, maintenance, disposal,
or other costs implied by component interfaces. In a recent example, Boeing’s 787 airplane was designed
in a more modular way to enable increased outsourcing of design and production, but coordinating the
complex web of interfaces in the supplier network drove up the costs enormously (Lunsford 2007). As one
aspect of interface costs, the systems engineering literature has recognized the significance of product
integration costs (Walden et al. 2015). Organizational coordination theory has also acknowledged the
additional costs of integrating and coordinating across individuals, teams, and departments, as well as
among the activities they perform in processes (Crowston 1997; Malone et al. 2003). Transaction cost
theory (Coase 1937; Williamson 1981) has argued that economic exchanges among distinct entities incur
additional costs, such as the costs of searching, bargaining, enforcing, coordinating, and mitigating risks.
The operations literature (e.g., Stratman 2008; Jacobs and Swink 2011) has shown such costs to be quite
significant in product portfolios, supply chains, outsourcing, etc. All of these perspectives illuminate aspects
of what we consider broadly as interface costs.
A key thesis in transaction cost theory is that such costs can be reduced significantly if two units merge
into one (Coase 1937). In a product architecture, choices about components and interfaces have a significant
bearing on the product, its development process, its development organization (Sosa et al. 2004), and
downstream functions such as manufacturing. Merging two physical components into a single physical
module can significantly reduce or even eliminate the interface costs between them: in the product design,
the two components are more likely to be designed and optimized as a single entity; organizationally, two
separate designers or teams may become one; in the design process, two separate activities may join; and,
in manufacturing, an assembly step is removed. For this reason, parts count reduction is a key tenet of
design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA—Boothroyd et al. 1994), and Fine et al. (2005) confirmed
that assembly costs increase with the number of modules. Module boundaries provide breakpoints where
product components and organizational tasks and responsibilities (and, at a higher level, even firms and
industries) may split apart (Baldwin 2008). On the other hand, intra-module transaction costs are much
lower than inter-module transaction costs and in many cases may essentially disappear. Furthermore,
increasing the number of modules (and thus the number of inter-module interfaces) in a product will
increase the costs of: formulating design rules and standards to govern the system, experimentation to
incorporate the best modules, and integration testing (Baldwin and Clark 2000; Ethiraj and Levinthal 2004).
In other words, increasing the number and cost of inter-module interfaces decreases the economic value of
adaptability. Inter-module interface costs can be reduced by integrating components together in a module,
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because interface costs decrease significantly (or even disappear) once internalized by the modular
structure. We designate this architectural operator as merging (the opposite of splitting). Figure 2
summarizes these relationships. (“–” should be read as “decreases.”)

Figure 2: A second strand of theorized relationships between modularity and adaptability

For example, Figure 3a shows part of a solid-state power amplifier (SSPA), where two components, a
wave driver and a high-power amplifier (HPA), initially existed as separate modules with an interface
consisting of two transition plugs and a waveguide. In a new architecture, depicted in Figure 3b, the two
components merged into a single module (sharing a single printed circuit board), and as a result the interface
was internalized and the interface costs eliminated. Whereas the inter-module interface had implied
coordination across organizational boundaries, additional assembly in production, and other interface costs,
these costs dissipated in the new architecture.

Figure 3: Example of eliminating an interface by merging two components into a module

2.4

Conceptual Framework
As the previous subsections indicate, DFA requires specific choices about how to modularize a prod-

uct’s architecture, and these choices affect value. Figure 4 combines the factors and relationships from
Figures 1 and 2 into a conceptual framework that served as an initial set of “focusing propositions” (Stuart
et al. 2002) for our operationalization and case studies. The number of modules (M) is increased by splitting
and decreased by merging. Increasing M increases the number of beneficial architecture options but also
the inter-module interface costs, both of which in turn affect the overall value of an architecture’s
adaptability. Increasing M creates more options by providing additional degrees of freedom for designers
to change individual components without affecting as many other components. A basic theorem in options
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theory is that a portfolio of options is more valuable than an option on a portfolio (Merton 1973)—i.e., that
many small options are more desirable than a few large ones because they provide greater flexibility in
exercising the options. Hence, all else being equal, creating more options increases AAV. However, all else
is not equal, because the options have a price. Increasing M also causes more component interfaces to cross
module boundaries, thus increasing interface costs, which decrease AAV. This defines a generally (but not
necessarily) concave, curvilinear relationship between M and an architecture’s adaptability value (AAV)—
i.e., as M increases, so does AAV, but only to a point, past which AAV diminishes. The AAV function is a
rugged landscape with many local optima. AAV*, the point of maximum AAV, depends on the characteristics of the components and modules (some options are more valuable than others), interfaces (some interface costs are higher than others), and on how the physical components are assigned to physical modules
(i.e., how option values are set and how interface costs are rendered inter-module or intra-module). Note
that the actual, future AAV also depends on the prevailing opportunities at the time (market uncertainty),
which is not shown in Figure 4.
Where exactly, and to what extent, should an architect split or merge modules—and how should the
components be assigned to modules—to determine a product’s architecture by embedding appropriate
adaptability to unknown future requirements in order to maximize its lifetime value? The existing literature
does not provide clear guidance on this question. Although some (e.g., Ethiraj and Levinthal 2004) have
explored this question analytically, those models do not account for all of the factors in Figure 4, nor do
they address real products. Others (e.g., Baldwin and Clark 2002; Sharman and Yassine 2007; Engel and
Browning 2008; Gustavsson and Axelsson 2008) have identified the importance of accounting for the
effects of options and interface costs, so further research into these relationships is important for exploring
the relationships in Figure 4 and expanding theory about the relationship between modularity and
adaptability. Indeed, the cases we studied showed that the assignment of components to modules can disrupt
the general relationships theorized in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4: Conceptual framework summarizing two strands of theorized relationships between modularity
and adaptability
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3. Methodology
To explore how a product architecture can embed appropriate adaptability, we conducted parallel,
longitudinal studies of six industrial cases over more than 18 months each (from mid-2012 to early 2014).
We chose the case study approach because it enabled us to study real product architectures at their point of
determination (as managers and designers struggled with alternative approaches and tradeoffs) and allowed
ongoing interactions with product architects making real decisions in a “design science” approach
(Holmström et al. 2009). Prior to selecting the cases, we developed a research plan and protocol (Miles and
Huberman 1984) as part of an application for external funding. Based on their interest in the research
question, two universities and six commercial firms joined a €4M research project funded by the European
Commission (EC) from 2011-2014. All six firms serve global markets and are headquartered in Europe or
Israel. Although the firms had a common interest in improving their DFA capabilities, they were not
otherwise related as customers, suppliers, partners, nor competitors. Each firm stood up an internal team to
support the research.
The unit of analysis for the study was individual products. Each of the six firms has numerous products.
In tandem with the central research team, each firm’s internal team selected a product to study on the basis
of a desire to: (1) decrease the cost and time to adapt products for which customers typically ordered unique
variations, (2) reduce the number of “nearly equivalent” components in the company’s inventory, (3)
develop a product for which many parameters were unclear and could not be finalized until a later stage of
development, (4) coincide with new PD decision timelines within the company, and (5) gather rich
information about the product’s relevant factors (number of modules, option values, and interface costs).
In this paper we report on four of the six cases representing a diversity of industries (small electronics,
aerospace, composites manufacturing, and food packaging), product types (signal amplifier, robotic vehicle
and two types of production machinery), production volumes, component option values, and interface costs.
We present four diverse cases instead one, two, or three to increase confidence in the generalizability of the
results, and because each of these four cases provided useful insights. We omit two of the cases because of
space constraints—limiting to four cases allowed us to provide a richer presentation of each—and also,
more importantly, because they provided only redundant insights: they were past the point of “theoretical
saturation.” Because the conceptual framework guiding the research (Figure 4) had shown particular factors
to be important from a theoretical standpoint, we selected these four cases through a process of “theoretical
sampling” (Glaser and Strauss 1967). The remainder of this section describes our measures and approach
to collecting and analyzing the case data.

3.1

Operationalization
Most empirical studies of product modularity in the OM literature have depended on perceptional data
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from managers, perhaps because of the difficulties of operationalizing measures (Fixson 2007). We sought
to overcome this limitation by operationalizing the value of adaptability in terms of the key factors in the
conceptual framework (Figure 4) at the level of individual components and interfaces. We began with a
model from Engel and Browning (2008), inspired by earlier work (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2001; Baldwin and
Clark 2002), and refined it over the course of our case studies through interactions with practitioners. In
this model, the option value of each component, OC, is determined using a modified version of the BlackScholes model. OC is the difference between the component’s present cost and the expected benefit of
changing it in the future:
𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 =
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(1)

where S is the component’s present value and S′ is its estimated future value (e.g., after an upgrade). (S′ –
S) is therefore the expected benefit of the change. The remaining term represents the present cost: X is the
estimated cost to upgrade (redesign, remanufacture, reinstall, etc.) the component at a future time T, 𝒩𝒩(𝑥𝑥)

is the cumulative, standardized normal distribution of the upgrade cost, σ is the estimated annual volatility
of the upgrade cost (i.e., a measure of its likelihood of changing) expressed as a fraction of that cost, and r
is the estimated risk-free interest rate over the change time horizon, T. For example, if a component has a
current value of S = 970, an estimated future value of S′ = 1406, estimated upgrade cost X = 547.6, volatility

σ = 0.22 (22%), time horizon T = 5.3 years, and interest rate r = 0.039 (3.9%), then that component’s OC =
35. 1 (This example actually represents the option value of the ACDC component within the SSPA case to
be discussed later.) In accordance with option theory, OC increases with uncertainty (σ) and time horizon
(T), because these increase the chances that the option will expire at an advantageous moment.
The Black-Scholes model has been subject to several criticisms in both the financial domain and beyond
(e.g., Mathews et al. 2007). For example, it assumes that an option will not be exercised until its expiration
date (T), whereas many options can be exercised at any future date, and that the interest rate (r) is constant.
Nevertheless, equation (1) provides a reasonable starting point for operationalizing a component’s
forecasted option value in terms of several important factors with respect to future product redesigns,
upgrades, or other changes (driven by technological and/or market conditions) over a time horizon.
Operationalizing an AAV model also requires the determination of an interface cost (I) for each
component-to-component dyad. We considered four types of component interfaces—spatial alignment or
mechanical force transfer, material transfer, energy transfer, and information transfer (Pimmler and
Eppinger 1994)—and their effects on design, development, sourcing, production, maintenance, and

1

For proprietary reasons, the case study companies have required that all monetary values in this paper such as OC, S,
and X be expressed in generic “monetary units” instead of euros, dollars, etc.
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disposal costs—including labor, material, and any other expenses. Any such costs allocated to a particular
dyad are simply additive. For example, if components A and B have both an energy transfer interface
costing €100 and an information transfer interface costing €300, then the overall cost of this interface is
€400. Similarly, the model accounts for external interface costs (E)—i.e., for interfaces to or from
components that cross the defined product boundary (e.g., user interfaces, power supplies, or connections
to other equipment).
The overall AAV model aggregates the differences between component option values and (intermodule) interface costs at the module level:
𝑁𝑁

2
𝑚𝑚
AAV= ∑𝑀𝑀
𝑚𝑚=1 ��∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 − �∑𝑘𝑘 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + ∑𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ��

(2)

where M is the number of modules (M ≤ N), Nm is the number of components in the mth module, Imk are the
outgoing interface costs of the components in module m to other modules, k ≠ m (i.e., only inter-module
interface costs), and Eml are costs associated with any external interfaces between the components in module
m and the environment. AAV, Oi, Imk and Eml are expressed in monetary units (e.g., dollars). 2 Within the
large brackets in equation (2), the square root term is the option value of the mth module, modeled as an
aggregate of the option values of its constituent components (because an integrated module is redesigned
and upgraded holistically). The formulation of this term follows the justifications outlined by Baldwin and
Clark (2006) and Sharman and Yassine (2007) and yields results in conformance with Merton’s theorem
(Merton 1973). Consider the following example, which models the components described in Figure 3. The
decomposed design (Figure 3a) and its corresponding DSM are depicted in the upper portion of Figure 5.
The AAV for this design is:

AAV =
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The optimized architecture (Figure 3b) and its DSM are depicted in the lower portion of Figure 5, where

AAV =
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200.42 + 316.62 − (172 + 222 + 50 ) = -69.2

In this example, merging two components into one module decreases the option value but provides an even
larger reduction in the interface costs, thereby increasing the overall AAV (from -439.9 to -69.2).

2

Note that the component option values account for future uncertainties whereas the interface costs do not. This is a
modeling simplification based on the assumption that future product changes will be prompted mainly by component
changes, not interface changes. That is, although interfaces may change in the future, we assume that this will mainly
be prompted by component changes, whereas interfaces would seldom change between two unchanged components.
Therefore, the model assumes that future changes can be accounted for within the component forecasts alone, thereby
making additional, time-sensitive forecasting of individual interface costs unnecessary. However, the model could be
extended to relax this assumption.
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As the number of components merged (integrated) into a module increases, the option value of the
module increases at lesser rate than the sum of components’ option values (were they to be left as separate
modules). Hence, the overall option value is maximized when none of the components are merged together
into any larger modules (i.e., when M = N, maximum modularity) and minimized when M = 1 (minimum
modularity). The second term (in parentheses) in equation (2) sums the inter-module interface costs.
Because each (internal) interface is outgoing from one component and incoming to another, the measure
avoids double-counting each Im by using only outgoing interface costs. As more components merge into
modules, inter-module interface costs decrease (becoming intra-module interface costs, which, as a simplification justified by the discussion in §2.3, are assumed to be negligible). Inter-module interface costs are
maximized when M = N and minimized with M = 1. Thus, each module’s AAV is measured as the difference
between its option value and its inter-module interface costs. A product’s overall AAV is the sum of the
AAVs of its M modules. AAV > 0 indicates that the option value term dominates in a particular architecture,
whereas AAV < 0 implies domination by the interface costs. The primary concern is not the sign of AAV
but its amount of positive change as a result of architectural adjustments.

Amplifier stage
3.1.1 PoDi

172
50

1.2.1.1 PS

3.2.1.1 Dri

513
3.2.2.1 HPA

172

3.3.1 PoCo

50

Figure 5: AAV implications of rearchitecting the SSPA amplifier stage, merging two components into a
module

In summary, the AAV measure captures the benefits of component mergers from transaction cost theory
by disregarding interface costs among any components sharing a module. That is, Im includes only intermodule, not intra-module, interface costs. Hence, in the extreme case where each component is also a
module (M = N), the AAV will merely be the sum of all component option values less the sum of all
interface costs (all are inter-modular). This extreme architecture provides the maximum benefits of options
for adaptability, albeit at maximum interface cost. In the other extreme, where all components are merged
into one module (M = 1), the AAV will be the square root of the sum of the squares of all component option
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values, less the external interface costs. This is because all internal interface costs will be intra-modular (Im
= 0, ∀ m). This other extreme architecture provides minimal option benefits at zero (internal) interface cost.
AAV*, the optimum (maximum) AAV, would typically exist between these two extremes (1 ≤ M* ≤ N).
Splitting increases option value but, at the same time, increases the interface costs; merging decreases
option value but also interface costs. Therefore, grounded in the theories of options benefits and interface
costs, AAV recognizes the tradeoff between the benefits of having many small options (Merton’s theorem)
and the costs of the interfaces to maintain them.
It is important to emphasize that AAV* depends not only on M* but also on how the components have
been assigned to those modules—i.e., whether a particular interface is rendered internal or external to a
module. There are many ways to assign N components to M modules, especially when M ≈ N/2. In total,
the number of potential solutions is 2N-1. Figure 6 shows an example depiction of the “modularity value
space” for an example product with four components (A, B, C, and D). As mentioned above, both extreme
cases (M = 1 and M = N) have unique, typically suboptimal solutions. A locally maximum AAV exists for
each value of M, but only M* provides AAV*. (Usually there are also suboptimal ways to assign N
components to M* modules.) AAV* cannot be found via calculus or break-even analysis; more sophisticated
optimization methods are required. We describe our approach in the next subsection (step 8).
M*=2
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Figure 6: Example relationship between AAV and M in the “modularity value space”

3.2

Data Collection and Analysis
Each case study involved participative modeling by the central research team and each firm’s internal,

modeling team. Each modeling team consisted of 3-5 primary representatives from that firm’s engineering,
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marketing, and management functions. Each modeling team took the lead in developing an architectural
model of their firm’s product, drawing on multiple sources of evidence for evaluation—including
interviews with and reviews by many other company representatives, as well as a variety of internal
documents and data bases with both current and historical data on PD times and costs by project phase. The
modeling teams joined the central research team to discuss data collection, model building, analysis, and
lessons learned in a series of eight structured research meetings, each lasting 2-3 days and occurring every
few months, from 2012 to 2014. Each source of information, direction, and coordination served to
triangulate, verify, and validate the data and emerging results over the course of an iterative process to
develop and refine each product architecture model. This process involved the following steps:
1. Define the product model boundary. Determine which subsystems comprise the initial architecture.
2. Decompose the initial product architecture into N components. Traditionally, product architects
limit their focus to the system and subsystem levels, subsystem designers limit their focus to their
individual subsystem and its components, and component designers limit their focus to their
component. However, the AO methodology prompted the modeling teams to span these
perspectives by considering the entire product (breadth) in terms of its low-level structure (depth),
which required reviewing the inner structures of the original modules in terms of their finer-grained
components. That is, where some modules had previously been considered as “black boxes,” the
teams made a deliberate effort to decompose such entities into smaller constituents. Each team had
to determine the appropriate level of granularity, because increasing it entails the need to obtain
more and more data. Defining each of the N components as a separate module generated a second
architecture, the decomposed architecture (maximum number of modules), where M = N.
3. Determine the interfaces among the N components as well as any external interfaces that cross the
product boundary. Consider the possibilities of information, material, energy, and spatial interfaces.
4. Determine AAV model input parameters (S, S′, X, T, σ, r, I, and E). The modeling teams used a
collaborative, consensus-building approach with a Delphi-based (Cooke 1991; Loveridge 2002)
technology forecasting procedure (Khadke and Gershenson 2007) to estimate each input parameter
(Engel and Reich 2015). First, the large, periodic, research meetings provided opportunities to
establish the coherent, common approach necessary to build the models. Second, each company’s
modeling team also assembled 3-6 additional experts from their own engineering, management,
and marketing organizations to help provide input parameters. While already familiar with their
organization’s particular development and upgrade culture, these experts were coached on the
research approach and the purpose of the model parameters, given calibration training, and asked
to contemplate the likelihood that each component would need to be improved over a 2-5 year time
horizon (as appropriate for the specific product). The experts initially provided individual answers
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to questions about each input parameter. Component volatility (σ) was the most difficult parameter
to estimate. To help with this, the modeling teams were encouraged to review the past as well as
expected changes associated with various components and use these as gauge of volatility. Third,
at a later meeting, the experts saw the aggregated results and had a chance to change their original
responses in light of the aggregated data. At this point, a minority of experts revised their original
responses in light of the new information from their peers. The modeling teams presented their
models in the research meetings, where deliberations refined and calibrated the estimates until all
teams reached consensus that each model provided a realistic and valid representation of the
components, interfaces, option values, and interface costs in the decomposed architecture.
5. Show the OC, I, and E values in a design structure matrix (DSM) (e.g., the lower part of Figure
8(a)) to render a model of the product’s decomposed architecture.
6. Compute the AAV using equation (2).
7. Define exclusion sets, which specify particular cases where components cannot be merged.
Because the AAV model assumes that product performance remains constant across alternative
architectures, some architectures that would exhibit improved AAV may actually be infeasible or
bring performance disadvantages. As the research progressed, the modeling teams discovered that
it would be necessary to constrain the modularity value space (i.e., the search space for improved
AAV) by prohibiting some particular component mergers. For example, stationary parts may
require spatial separation from moving parts, and certain precedence relationships may exist in a
production line. (In the case of the Cap Applicator Machine (§4.4), all four Package Line
components are physically attached at the upstream end of the production line, while the two Push
Down components are physically attached at the downstream end, making these two sets of
components mutually exclusive.) Or, a firm may be required to outsource a component, which
therefore should not be merged with an internally manufactured component.
8. Search for AAV*(M*) by evaluating alternative assignments of components to modules (merging).
To do this, the research team developed a meta-heuristic optimization tool based on a genetic
algorithm (GA), using AAV as the fitness function (Engel et al. 2012). Searching a large, rugged
landscape of alternative architectures is not without its challenges. The GA-based approach was
chosen because it had proven successful on similar types of problems (e.g., Kamrani and Gonzalez
2003; Sered and Reich 2006). The optimization procedure began with the decomposed architecture
(M = N) and proceeded by exploring alternatives for merging components into modules, thereby
decreasing M. In each case, the optimal solution had M* < N. Characteristics of the optimal and
near-optimal architectures were examined, interpreted, and vetted by company experts for
feasibility and desirability. If the optimal architecture was deemed problematic for some reason,
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the modelers updated the exclusion sets and/or other parameters as necessary and reran the
optimization. Thus, the optimization was not a single-pass procedure but rather part of an iterative
process of model refinement.
9. Perform extensive sensitivity analyses of the model’s input parameters. The teams tested the OC, I,
and E parameters experimentally at settings of ±20%, ±40%, and ±60% of their estimated values,
thus generating 7 × 7 = 49 combinations and finding AAV*(M*) for each. Despite these wide
variations in input parameters, only a few (2-3) different architectures emerged from this exercise
in each case, thus confirming that the proposed optima were robust against reasonable estimation
errors in the input parameters (e.g., due to pessimistic or optimistic biases among the estimators).
10. Independently validate the result. Each case study firm asked its engineering, marketing, sales, and
finance organizations to forecast the implications (all costs and benefits over a typical time horizon)
of switching to the optimal architecture. Each organization used its own, internal, proprietary
techniques to perform this step, which essentially provided an independent review of the proposed
architecture as well as a business case for its implementation.
As these ten steps explain, the process of collecting and analyzing the data was highly interactive and
iterative. For examples: the determination of specific components in step 2 prompted a refinement of the
boundary in step 1, the specification of interfaces in step 3 spurred the recognition of additional components
in step 2, and so on. Some of the typical problems with one-shot data collection—such as inter-rater
reliability, hidden biases, and misunderstood questions—were less prominent here because the iterative,
longitudinal approach (many meetings over an 18-month time-frame) provided many opportunities to
discover and ameliorate them. (Nevertheless, despite these precautions, as with all forecasting techniques,
it is impossible to achieve perfection or guarantee the removal of all potential biases.) For further details of
this approach, see (Engel and Reich 2015). Having explained the methods for measuring AAV in
accordance with the conceptual framework and the process of building and analyzing the product
architecture models, we now present the data and results from each of the four cases.

4. Evidence from Four Industrial Cases
This section reports on case studies of products at each of four firms: TTI NORTE SL in Spain, Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI) in Israel, MAG IAS (MAG) in Germany, and Tetra Pak (TPK) in Italy. Three
of the cases involved products sold to external customers, whereas one (MAG) involved a product
incorporated into the company’s own production system. Although some technical design details are
essential to a basic understanding of the products and a grounding of the cases, we focus our presentation
on the architectural decisions and cost data important to product managers.
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4.1

Solid State Power Amplifier (SSPA) at TTI NORTE, SL
TTI NORTE, SL, a Spanish firm founded in 1996, employs about 100 engineers, technicians, and

managers. Having core competence in communications, using microwave and radio frequency (RF)
technologies and active antennae for satellite communication, TTI serves hi-tech customers in the
telecommunications, science, military, space, and information technology sectors. TTI responded to new
demands from the market by developing highly customized products with narrow profit margins. Any
changes to a given product required a complete redesign, and thus high development costs and long leadtimes. One of TTI’s core products is a solid state power amplifier (SSPA), a transmitter that uses
semiconductor devices to amplify signals. TTI sought to design a family of SSPAs that could be more
quickly and inexpensively customized to changing market requirements, especially for varied frequency
bands and power levels.
4.1.1

Initial and Decomposed Architectures

A typical SSPA contained six subsystems—a control unit and power supply, a pre-amplifier stage, an
amplifier stage, a protection subsystem, a signal detector, and a cooling subsystem—as depicted by Figure
7. When an RF signal is received from an external source, the pre-amplifier monitors, controls, and
attenuates it to the proper range, and then the amplifier boosts the signal to the output power requirements.
The protections remove spurious and undesired signals, and the signal detector monitors the output via
sampling and provides this information to the controller. The power converter transforms externallysourced alternating current (AC) into direct current (DC) for use by other components.
SSPA System

Power
Supply

Control Unit & Power Supply

Cooling System

Signal Detector
Output
Antenna

Input
Signal
Pre-Amplifier Stage

Amplifier Stage

Protection System

Operator

Figure 7: Initial SSPA architecture: only subsystems (without their interfaces)

The upper part of Figure 8(a) shows the decomposed architecture as a block diagram, where the smaller,
shaded rectangles represent the 25 individual components. The modelers accounted for information flow,
energy, and spatial interfaces, although, for ease of exposition, only the information interfaces are shown
in the block diagram in Figure 8(a). The lower part of Figure 8(a) provides a DSM representation inclusive
of all interface types, where the diagonal cells show OC for the component in that cell’s row and column,
and the off-diagonal cells give I (or, in the last row and column, E) for the interface from the component in
row i to the component in column j. For example, the ACDC component in row/column one has OC = 35
(as exemplified in §3.1), three outgoing interfaces (I = 21 to the Control component, I = 24 to the PS
component, and I = 17 to the SPSA component), and one incoming interface from the environment (E =
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55). Overall, the option values range from 8 to 1,572, while the interface costs range from 7 to 1,109.

(a) After decomposition, AAV = 137.3
(b) Optimized, AAV* = 2,875.3
Figure 8: SSPA architecture model in block diagram (upper) and DSM (lower) after decomposition (a) and
optimization (b)

4.1.2

Optimized Architecture Model

Several of the information flow interfaces in the RF chain (among the pre-amplifier, amplifier,
protection, and signal detector subsystems) had been especially vulnerable to requirements changes and
had often required lengthy and costly redesign efforts. Figure 8(b) depicts the AAV* architecture, which
merges several components into modules, thereby eliminating some of the higher interface costs. Within
the pre-amplifier subsystem, the gain attenuator and gain amplifier were merged to remove their interface:
a printed circuit board and a waveguide transition. Also, within the amplifier, four sets of drivers and high
power amplifiers (HPAs) were merged into four modules (q.v., Figure 3). Finally, within the signal detector
subsystem, integrating the directional coupler with the power detector via a waveguide interconnection
eliminated their interfaces and connectors. These changes reduced the number of modules from 25 to 18,
reduced the number of inter-module interfaces from 32 to 25, and increased AAV from 137.3 to 2,875.3—
an enormous improvement mainly due to the elimination of seven of the largest inter-module interface costs
through the mergers of 13 components into the six modules highlighted in Figure 8(b).
Optimizing the AAV model directly motivated these changes. For example, regarding combining the
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drivers and HPAs (Figures 3 and 5), the original designers assumed that different combinations of these
components would be used in the future. Therefore, they had chosen an elaborate design solution utilizing
an expensive waveguide interface. Seeing the AAV* architecture caused them to realize that designing this
particular adaptability into the product was not economical, because it was unlikely that these options would
need to be exercised. Prior to using the AAV model, the product architects had no way to adjudicate various
component-level options for DFA from a system perspective. Engineers are often rather conservative in
their designs. It is rare that a working design, a system under production, or an ongoing operational
procedure is truly reexamined. The optimizer, not being limited by preconceived notions, may propose new
architectures which can generate interesting and often valuable insights, as in this case.
Here the optimized architecture happened to respect the original subsystem boundaries (cf. the upper
parts of Figure 8(a)&(b)), which limited the required modifications to the design and manufacturing
processes, organizations, and outsourcing arrangements: these groups were already well-positioned to deal
with the changes internally. Furthermore, since these groups were already accustomed to designing,
manufacturing, and procuring all of the components to TTI’s custom requirements, it would be relatively
easy to transition from the specially-designed components to the more-inclusive modules. However, the
optimized architecture had a drawback in that the new modules increased the size and weight of the product.
(Again, the AAV model does not explicitly account for product performance and assumes it remains
constant across all architectures.) Although this did not present a problem for TTI’s current, terrestrial
application market, it would be a concern for their sought-after satellite market. Also, the proposed interface
reductions along the RF chain (such as the one shown in Figure 3) necessitated some technological changes,
which would require additional, one-time investments.
4.1.3

Solution Sensitivity Analysis and Validation

We tested the optimal architecture for robustness via sensitivity analysis as depicted in Figure 9. As
noted in §3.2 (Step 9), the modelers varied the OC and I parameters at settings of ±20%, ±40%, and ±60%
of their estimated values, thereby generating 7 × 7 = 49 optimal solutions. Here, these 49 solutions yielded
only three unique, optimal architectures. Cell 1 (the upper-left cell in Figure 9) yielded the first optimal
architecture (AAV*′), cells 2-47 yielded the second optimal architecture (AAV*), and cells 48-49 yielded
the third optimal architecture (AAV*′′). Figure 10 provides a comparative visualization of how the
components are merged into larger modules in each of these three architectures. Table 1 compares the
decomposed architecture to the three optimal architectures. For each, the table identifies the number of
modules (M) from which the architecture is composed, the number of times the architecture appeared as
optimal in the sensitivity analysis (Figure 9), and the associated AAV (derived from the baseline values for
OC and I).
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Figure 9: Results of sensitivity analysis for inputs OC, I, and E

Figure 10: Comparative visualization of modularity in three optimal architectures
Table 1: Comparing the decomposed and optimal architectures in terms of M and AAV
Architecture
After decomposition
AAV*'
AAV*
AAV*''

M
25
22
18
16

Number of Times Optimal
N/A
2 of 49
46 of 49
1 of 49

AAV
137.3
1,383
2,875.3
2,756

To validate the benefits of the AAV* architecture independently from the AAV model, TTI applied
their internal techniques and historical data to forecast sales and revenues for the modified SSPA eight
years out. This analysis anticipated a significant cost savings of 28% due to the improved architecture. 3.8%
of this savings was attributed to a decrease in production costs because of the interface reductions, and the
remaining 96.2% was imputed to decreased development costs because of the faster and cheaper upgrading
and retrofitting processes that would adapt the SSPA to new requirements, mostly from new customers.
Thus, in this case, much of the anticipated cost savings from improved AAV would accrue in the
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(re)development stage, thereby demonstrating the importance of easy redesign to product success.
TTI also validated the efficacy of the overall modeling and analysis process described in §3.2.
Decomposition revealed a fuller range of options to design and/or produce components separately, whereas
mergers into modules provided opportunities for substitution and the application of other modular
operators. TTI identified family-wide common components and organized them to respond to customized
demands in the SSPA market with substantially reduced lead-times and prices. Thus, because of insights
from the AAV model, TTI was able to design the SSPA for increased adaptability to unforeseen, future
requirements and better serve a diverse market while simultaneously reducing the time and cost of upgrade
cycles, PD, and production.
Almost two years later, by early 2016, the AAV* SSPA had become a standard product for TTI, and
they had also applied the overall DFA methodology and optimization tool to several other products,
claiming that the approach is well understood by the stakeholders and currently applied by their engineering
team. The SSPA’s new architecture allowed TTI to develop several product variants and upgrades more
quickly and inexpensively, which in turn increased customers’ options and TTI’s responsiveness. TTI noted
that, in 2014-2016, customers’ new requirements would have mandated five major redesigns of the old
SSPA, whereas using the AAV* architecture necessitated only a single, minor redesign. During this time
span, TTI realized a 20% reduction in the SSPA’s lifetime cost (due to savings in development and
manufacturing costs) and a 20% reduction in its upgrade lead-time.

4.2

Vehicle Localization System (VLS) at Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)
IAI is Israel’s largest industrial producer and exporter and a globally recognized leader in the

commercial and defense aerospace sector. IAI develops, manufactures, and maintains “few-of-a-kind”
products tailored to individual customers’ needs. Under this business model, it is advantageous to create
products and product families which are inherently adaptable to changing market needs. We looked at IAI’s
vehicle localization system (VLS) for a robotic, unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) (second row of Table 2).
The VLS uses data from space-based, terrestrial, and intra-vehicular sources to compute the UGV’s location
and orientation.
4.2.1

Decomposed Architecture

Figure 11(a) depicts the decomposed architecture of a typical VLS with its information interfaces. The
product consisted of four subsystems: a differential global positioning system (DGPS), an embedded GPSinertial navigation system (INS) having the acronym EGI, an odometer (ODO), and data processor and
distribution (DP&D). The DGPS subsystem receives information from external terrestrial (OMNI) and
space (GPS) sources as well as UGV-internal sources. This information is analyzed by the DP&D
subsystem, where a stream of real-time localization solutions is computed and transmitted to the (external)
UGV controller. The DSM in Figure 11(a) provides another view of the decomposed architecture inclusive
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of values for OC, I, and E. The extreme negative value of AAV results from the dominance of the high
interface costs over the much lower component option values.
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(a) After decomposition, AAV = -19,362
(b) Optimized, AAV* = -17,143
Figure 11: VLS architecture model in block diagram (upper) and DSM (lower) after decomposition (a) and
optimization (b)

4.2.2

Optimized Architecture Model

Figure 11(b) depicts the VLS architecture with AAV*, which does not fully maintain the original
subsystem boundaries. The integration component in the original ODO subsystem is pulled into the EGI
subsystem and merged into a module with the EGI_T component. However, moving the ODO integration
component into a module in the EGI subsystem required the EGI development team to import and handle
the new (to them) component’s functionality and integration. Within both the DGPS and EGI subsystems,
their antenna and amplifier components are merged into modules, as are the two components in the DP&D
subsystem. The DP&D subsystem is a rugged computer with a selectable set of input/output electronic
boards, produced by a supplier under a long-term contract and used as a standard computing infrastructure
for many of IAI’s product families. The upgrade of the DP&D is essentially a software development effort
wherein software originally running on two separate computers would be rebuilt to run on a single
computer. These mergers set M = 6 and reduced the number of inter-module interfaces from 20 to 15.
Optimizing the AAV model directly motivated these changes. For example, regarding combining the
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VLS’s three antennas and their reciprocal amplifiers, the designers of the UGV are aircraft avionics
engineers who imported a common aircraft design into the UGV system. Because aircraft antenna are often
located in remote portions of the wings and fuselage, and because no electrical power is available at these
locations, each antenna is separated from its amplifier. Only when the optimized architecture was proposed
did the engineers realize that these constraints were not applicable to the UGV. The engineers then
discovered that several suppliers already offered such a combined module for less cost.
4.2.3

Validation

Independently, using internal techniques, IAI estimated that the proposed VLS system design would
provide an 11.3% cost savings over the next 15 years. Part of this savings is due to the reduction of
interfaces; part is due to the combination of separate computers. However, due to the complexity of their
system, IAI estimated that future development costs would not be reduced appreciably. The VLS system
was designed to meet exceedingly harsh environmental conditions and is based on militarized components
which use specialized production methods and are produced in small quantities. Also, the cost of labor
associated with the VLS system was significant. Although the growth potential (i.e., options value) of these
components was high, the extremely high interface costs dominated, resulting in negative AAVs much
larger than those in the other cases.
IAI had already considered hardware and software modularity to be an important aspect of its product
design philosophy. For example, many IAI products use a standard computer system with modular
electronic boards and standardized interfaces. The importance of design flexibility and adaptability was
also ingrained in IAI’s engineering culture. This often translated into designs based on relatively large
numbers of separate components. However, IAI learned from this research that having too many modules
has detrimental effects on interface cost and complexity. As a result, IAI asked its designers to maximize
AAV rather than just modularity and options. Further details of the IAI case are available in (Engel and
Reich 2013).
Two years later, as of early 2016, IAI had officially adopted the AAV* VLS. They had also conducted
two, two-day DFA methodology and tool orientation courses, which some 60 engineers and first-line
managers had already attended. IAI had also applied the DFA approach to another project where, again,
unexpected results emerged where two subcontractors, who had previously provided two separate
subsystems for integration by IAI, were prompted to collaborate on a joint (single module) subsystem that
is superior to and less expensive than the original two.

4.3

Fiber-Placement System (FPS) at MAG IAS (MAG)
MAG IAS (MAG) is a German machine tool company with over 2,200 employees and manufacturing

and support operations worldwide. MAG is a leader in the capital equipment market, serving the worldwide
durable-goods industry with complete manufacturing solutions. In 2009 MAG set up a Composites Center
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in Göppingen, Germany as the engineering and technology center for composite materials processing. Here,
a professional team of engineers and technicians develops novel solutions for machine tools and
manufacturing.
The fiber placement system (FPS) is a machine used for orienting different fiber materials with tow
widths between ¼” and 1” in the buildup of composite parts. The FPS can be used to identify process
parameters for production systems or to manufacture trial parts. The raw material (carbon fiber reinforced
plastic, CFRP) is mounted on a spool directly on the placement head, which allows a fast exchange of
material. The tows are guided through a cooling zone and then pressed onto a work piece surface with a
specified level of force. The head, located on a robot, contains a cutting unit so that different tow lengths
can be placed. Thus, the FPS enables the rapid and flexible manufacturing of samples and prototypes.
However, composites is a fledgling industry, so raw material properties are constantly changing, new resins
require different amounts of heating and compression, and future requirements are unclear. Therefore,
MAG is interested in designing its FPS for faster, better, and cheaper adaptability to emergent needs.
4.3.1

Decomposed Architecture

The FPS contains nine subsystems—force sensor, force/torque sensor, quality control, heating, cooling,
control, roll, cut-clamp, and robot arm—which modelers decomposed into 17 smaller components. Figure
12(a) depicts the decomposed architecture with its information interfaces, as well as the 17 components in
a DSM with OC and all I and E data.
4.3.2

Optimized Architecture Model

Figure 12(b) depicts the architecture with AAV*, achieved by merging eight components into three
modules and four subsystems into two. The three components of the heating subsystem were integrated into
a single module along with the cooling device in what had been a separate subsystem. The two components
of the quality control subsystem were also integrated into a single module, and the force sensor subsystem
was eliminated and its component transferred to the control subsystem and merged with the control
component. Thus, the heating and control subsystem development teams must each import and handle the
functionality and integration of a new component which had previously been outside of their purview.
These changes improved the AAV slightly, from 73 to 76.1. Further changes were constrained by a large
exclusion set in the model due to the fiber feeding system (the components towards the upper-left of the
DSMs), where slight changes to any of the individual components could significantly affect the
functionality and performance of the overall product. The absolute values of AAV are very small for the
FPS compared to the other cases, because the FPS is a relatively small, localized part of a larger system,
and its interfaces are relatively simple and inexpensive (mostly on/off commands or simple status data).
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(a) After decomposition, AAV = 73
(b) Optimized, AAV* = 76.1
Figure 12: FPS architecture model in block diagram (upper) and DSM (lower) after decomposition (a) and
optimization (b)

These findings prompted MAG to apply the AAV model further within selected subsystems. For
example, within the robot arm, MAG developed a deeper model concentrating on smaller components and
their interfaces. Insights from this model prompted MAG to develop a different fiber-placement head that
would keep the wedge component from depending on the tow width. The old design, depicted in Figure
13(a), had a complex geometry, depended on the tow width, and therefore was expensive to produce and
operate. The new design, depicted in Figure 13(b), was split into four parts, a standard wedge and three
(independently replaceable) tow guidance sets. The new design has simplified geometry, is independent of
the tow width, and supports a variety of tows made from different materials and having different lengths
and thicknesses. Here, splitting a monolithic component into four components increased its AAV, despite
the relatively slight increase in interface costs.
4.3.3

Validation

Using historical data to forecast sales and revenues, MAG independently estimated that the new design
would provide a total cost savings of 10.5% over the next seven years. Of this savings, they attributed 54%
to interface cost reductions (which decrease production and procurement costs), 7% to cheaper adaptation
of the FPS system to different customer needs, and 39% to other factors.
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(a) Initial wedge component

(b) Modified wedge assembly (four components)

Figure 13: Splitting the fiber-placement head wedge component

Originally, MAG had aimed to: (1) increase productivity by increasing fiber lay-down velocity,
shortening cutting sequences, and supporting a greater variety of tow and tape widths; (2) increase process
stability by improving process control, minimizing sensitivity to environmental conditions (temperature,
humidity, dirt), and compensating for quality fluctuations in the tow material; and (3) increase
accommodation of different materials, lay-down geometries, tape and tow widths, and tow thicknesses.
MAG found that cultivating consciousness of the importance of DFA increased process stability and
productivity and overall value. In addition, splitting some components into smaller parts and merging others
into larger modules provided two important tools for product designers. Due to the large exclusion set in
the FPS, MAG realized that DFA would have been even more beneficial if it had received earlier attention
during the initial design.
About six months after our study, MAG sold its fiber composites division to the Brötje Automation
Company in southern Germany. Although most of the staff involved with this study did not relocate to the
new company, they stated that by early 2016 the AAV results had been used in the development of the
“Staxx Compact,” a new, automated, fiber-placement machining center.

4.4

Cap Applicator Machine (CAM) at Tetra Pak (TPK)
Tetra Pak (TPK) is the world’s leading food processing and packaging solutions company. It supplies

complete, integrated food processing, packaging, and distribution lines as well as stand-alone equipment.
The cap applicator machine (CAM) is one of the most critical stations in a liquid food packaging production
line. It brings and glues together semi-finished packages and closing caps at rates up to 20,000 per hour.
Advanced features like a vision system, auto-eject, and a triple hot-melt gun help provide fast and accurate
results across the full range of TPK’s products. This fast and flexible equipment and its related processes
were investigated for the introduction of adaptability elements that would increase its lifecycle value. TPK
especially sought to be able to change key parameters such as cap size, liquid-food package size, and cap
location more easily so as to be able to more quickly respond to new requirements. The CAM consisted of
the following subsystems: Cap Applicator, Elevator Unit, Cap Sequencer, Cap Line, Package Line, Hot
Melt Applicator, Machine Body, Push Down, and Service Unit. The Cap Line subsystem stores, sorts,
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orients, and synchronizes the caps to ensure correct application. The Hot Melt Applicator melts the glue
and applies it onto the caps in a synchronized manner with the Cap Line. The Cap Applicator catches and
manages the properly oriented caps, applies them to the package, and keeps them in position, and the
Package Line transports the package into position in synchronization with the Cap Applicator.
4.4.1

Decomposed Architecture

The CAM modelers decomposed the nine subsystems into 19 components and accounted for four types
of interfaces among them: spatial, energy, information, and material. Figure 14(a) shows this decomposed
CAM architecture. The presence of four types of interfaces, a great many of each type, and their high
significance explains the high interface costs and the large, negative AAV.
4.4.2

Optimized Architecture Model

Figure 14(b) shows the CAM architecture with AAV*. The proposed architecture includes the following
changes: (1) moving the guide sequencer component from the Cap Sequencer subsystem to the Cap
Applicator and merging it into a single module with two other components, (2) merging the three
components in the Hot Melt Applicator into a single module, (3) merging two of the four components in
the Package Line into a module, (4) merging the two components in the Machine Body into a module, and
(5) merging the two components in Push Down into a single module. These changes improved the AAV
from -8,713 to -5,304. The first of these changes crosses the original subsystem boundaries, and the third
change does this partially so as to retain the option value benefits of keeping two of the components in the
Package Line subsystem separate. The new architecture makes it easier to replace, settle, and auto-adjust
the cap guides, as well as to reconfigure for different liquid food packages and caps. The changes also had
implications for the development teams, which had to reallocate expertise and coordination mechanisms in
light of the new component allocations to modules.

(a) After decomposition, AAV = -8,713
(b) Optimized, AAV* = -5,303.6
Figure 14: CAM architecture models with all interface types (DSM views) after decomposition (a) and
optimization (b)
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4.4.3

Validation

TPK expected the proposed CAM architecture to improve performance metrics such as overall
industrial investment, operational cost, environmental impact, and reliability, as well as offer more precise
cap alignment and reduced energy consumption for the glue application. As did the other companies, TPK
independently used their own internal techniques to forecast sales and revenues for the improved CAM
system. Although implementing the optimized architecture would require an additional, up-front
investment, TPK expected future development costs to decrease by 18% over the next nine years, a
justifiable return on the investment.
TPK acknowledged three main insights from this analysis. First, managers realized that their
development engineers must add the concept of DFA to their current procedures. Second, applying the DFA
methodology requires sufficient organizational integration across disciplines. More specifically, estimating
components’ OCs, Is, and Es is a team exercise requiring diverse competencies from finance, marketing,
and engineering. Third, a DFA approach requires appropriate support tools as well as new engineering
mindsets. TPK’s management also saw the improved architecture as an important marketing advantage for
the company with several key customers.
Two years later, as of early 2016, TPK had officially adopted the AAV* CAM design as a standard
product. They claimed that it provided significant economic advantage because of quicker and less
expensive accommodations of new customer requirements. Since 2014, the CAM production capability had
doubled in terms of cap/package configurations, cap positioning issues, and optimized glue applications,
all while requiring limited modifications to the AAV* CAM design. TPK found that customers using the
new CAMs expressed satisfaction and remarked that the systems had maintained their original value two
years after installation. TPK had also confirmed that the new CAM design reduced waste generation and
the consumption of natural resources (mainly the glue and cartons needed to manufacture the liquid food
containers). Therefore, TPK had also begun to use the AAV framework in another project.

5. Discussion
Starting with a set of focusing propositions (summarized in Figure 4) based on theories of modularity,
options, and interface costs, we operationalized an AAV model and explored how four firms developed and
used it to rearchitect actual products for increased lifetime value (by embedding appropriate modularity to
enable adaptability to unknown future requirements). As a fitness function, the AAV model accounts for
option values and interface costs at the component level. We employed a meta-heuristic-based optimization
approach (GA) to find the architecture with AAV*(M*). Table 2 summarizes results from the four cases. To
characterize the bounds of the “modularity value space” of each product, as stylized in Figure 6, we show
the lower and upper bounds of the modularity continuum. The “minimum M” architecture has the fewest
possible number of modules (subject to each product’s exclusion sets); the “maximum M” architecture is
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the decomposed architecture used as the starting point for the optimizer. In all four cases, the optimized
(M*) architecture lies between these extremes. We used sensitivity analyses to validate the robustness of
the AAV*(M*) architectures, and independent studies and actual implementations within each firm
confirmed their benefits. We now discuss the implications of these results for researchers and practitioners.
Table 2: Summary of case study products
Product

Primary functions

Solid State Power • Amplify low-level electrical signals
Amplifier
• Transmit high-frequency data
(SSPA)
Provide power and cooling to other components
Vehicle
Localization
Systems (VLS)

Fiber Placement
System (FPS)

Cap Applicator
Machine (CAM)

5.1

• Receive data from space-based, terrestrial, and
intra-vehicular sources
• Analyze data and compute vehicle location and
orientation
• Control the manufacturing process of large,
composite parts using fiber placement technology

• Bind plastic cups to semi-finished packages with
special, fast-reacting glue at very high speed

Architecture

Number of
modules (M)

Number of intermodule interfaces
(I and E)

AAV

Minimum M

9

34

1,703

Optimized

18

48

2,875

Maximum M

25

53

137

Minimum M

4

15

-17,718

Optimized

6

15

-17,143

Maximum M

10

20

-19,362

Minimum M

5

28

44

Optimized

12

29

76

Maximum M

17

35

73

Minimum M

4

63

-9,486

Optimized

12

72

-5,304

Maximum M

19

83

-8,713

Implications for Research and Theory
The empirical evidence from the cases allowed us to explore the theorized relationships proposed in

Figure 4. On one hand, the cases showed how decomposing an architecture into an increasing number of
modules generally increased the value of the options provided, as these options provide greater flexibility
for: sharing modules or components across product platforms or families, product variety and customization
enabled by module variants, component or module outsourcing, and module substitutability for product
upgrades. In the CAM case, for example, the “Pack Pos” component was held away from other components
in the Package Line subsystem (thereby increasing the number of modules) because of its high option value.
On the other hand, the cases also showed where having a large number of modules required the management
of costly, inter-module interfaces. These inter-module interfaces generally implied greater interface costs,
whereas, according to transaction and coordination cost theories, merging components into a single module
dramatically reduces such costs. (In our simplified AAV model, it eliminated them.) In the VLS case, for
instance, merging the “EGI_ANT” and “IGI_A_AMP” components subsumed their high interface cost. The
SSPA case provided another example (Figure 3). Note that such mergers are not always intuitive, because
a cursory look might make it seem like it would be better to design the two components separately.
However, despite the merging, future adaptability to a new situation was nevertheless cheaper to attain by
replacing the larger module (with both components) than by replacing the components separately (because
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of the need to manage their interfaces). It pays to integrate component dyads with large interface costs into
a single module—i.e., to convert inter-module interfaces to intra-module ones—to allow the benefits of
tighter coordination and directed innovation at those points. Thus, the evidence from our case studies
empirically supports the proposition that the optimum amount of modularity and adaptability in a product
architecture is less than the maximum amount. Maximum overall value is the higher goal, and modularity
has a curvilinear relationship with overall value (cf. Figure 6). Each of the cases exhibited practical changes
to real product architectures that served to increase their AAV. These findings ground aspects of product
modularity (and adaptability) theories in empirical evidence. To move beyond these high-level findings and
look more deeply into how and where in an architecture merging should occur, we had to look specifically
at the components and interfaces deep within each product.
Each of the four cases varied in the magnitudes of their components’ option values and interface costs—
as expected given their diverse complexities and functionalities—and these were usefully employed by the
four firms for the purpose of exploring and discovering improved architectures. The conventional approach
to assigning components to modules (e.g., Eppinger and Browning 2012) is to group (or cluster)
components solely on the basis of the presence of interfaces, without regard to the components’ intrinsic
option values. However, the AAV model suggests, and the cases exhibited, instances where interfacing
components should be assigned to separate modules because of their high option values. High option value
implies a component whose future value is very likely to exceed its current value, such as when a component
is based on a rapidly changing technology. Merging such a component with a slowly evolving component
“weighs down” the fast component by requiring that the slow one be changed, redesigned, outsourced, or
upgraded along with it. In the FPS case, for example, the “Rbt” component was segregated (held away) to
take advantage of its high option value. Merging components with high option values makes sense only if
their interface costs are extremely high. Thus, components exhibiting fast rates of technological change
should be assigned to different modules than components exhibiting slow rates of technological change
(unless their direct interface costs are extremely high). Conversely, components that are less likely to
change in the future (i.e., those with small OC) are especially attractive to merge into larger modules when
they have significant interface costs. Kamrad et al. (2013) expected modularity to be more valuable in
products with heterogeneous rates of technological change in its components. Therefore, products
composed of components with heterogeneous rates of technological change should typically have higher
M* than products composed of components with homogenous rates of technological change.
In other aspects, however, we find that the conventionally theorized relationships in Figure 4 do not
always hold. Our cases exhibited several instances where increasing the number of modules (M) decreased
the architecture options benefits and/or the interface costs—depending upon how the components were
assigned to the modules. In the SSPA case, for example, we found an architecture with M = 21 that had
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much lower inter-module interface costs than an architecture with M = 18. We also found an architecture
with M = 18 that had lower architecture option value than an architecture with M = 17. In other words, as
suggested by Figure 6, the amount of modularity (M) is an instructive but insufficient measure or predictor
of the adaptability value of a system. AAV may provide a measure of appropriate modularity superior to
M. Understanding and managing the value tradeoffs in the complex landscape of options and interfaces
requires a structural model that accounts for the benefits and costs of assigning particular components to
modules. First-order relations are often insufficient; more complex interactions or higher-order effects may
govern specific cases. Thus, the general theory in Figure 4 is insufficient to guide actual implementations,
because the main factors can be confounded by the assignment of components to modules.
Because of these confounding relationships among the factors, we cannot distill our findings into a set
of simple rules for architecting complex products. There is no simple way to predict M* and the component
assignments to modules. The components’ varying option values and interface costs create a complex
landscape requiring sophisticated search procedures to locate optimal solutions. This was clearly evident in
the CAM case where spatial, energy, information and material flows differ in their patterns, making it highly
difficult to locate module boundaries intuitively. Therefore, it is dangerous to rely on generalized insights
such as going for intermediate levels of modularity or making module determinations based solely on
interface patterns. Rather, a model that accounts for the benefits and costs at the component (and interface)
level, such as AAV, is needed to enable the exploration of how it is best to assign components to modules
for any particular product.

5.2

Implications for Architectural Evolution and Innovation
Our findings also provide insights for other research streams in operations management. One such

stream involves the trajectory of products’ architectural evolution. According to Mikkola (2006), product
architectures tend to evolve towards increased modularity, implying that mature architectures have less
room for improvement in this regard. Meanwhile, Langlois (2002) noted the potential for a path dependency
problem: can products get stuck in a suboptimal modularization because re-architecting them is too complex
and/or expensive? The evidence from our four cases contributes three points to this discussion. First, we
find that managers can influence the path of architectural evolution. Through splitting and merging,
managers can allocate resources in ways that adjust modularity in the direction of increased value. Second,
this influence may diminish but does not disappear as products become more mature. All four of our cases
examined products at a point of redesign, past the point of their initial architecture determinations. Even at
this later point, AAV analysis identified—and product developers were able to implement—architectural
changes that increased each product’s AAV. Third, we found that increasing modularity is not always
desirable. The AAV model, which balances the option value and interface cost constructs, provided a more
balanced view of the relationship between modularity and value that could benefit future studies of
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architectural evolution.
Product architecture and modularity also impact innovation. According to Fixson (2007), alignment
between the product and organization architectures is efficient in stable environments but may blind an
organization to what Henderson and Clark (1990) called architectural innovations. Increasing modularity
may also decrease the likelihood of breakthrough innovation (Fleming and Sorenson 2001) and the
economic benefits of component developers (Ethiraj 2007). However, modularity could increase innovation
by enabling multiple, innovative component options to develop concurrently (Baldwin and Clark 2000; Pil
and Cohen 2006). Lau et al. (2011) found an inverted-U-shaped relationship between modularity and
innovation; Zhang and Gao (2010) found a time-dependent relationship. In our four cases, modularity and
innovations co-evolved, as the new modularizations suggested by AAV optimization prompted and guided
searches for further innovations. New mergers of components suggested specific, further integrations of
their functions, which provided an impetus and an objective for new, innovative solutions and evolutionary
paths for those modules. In other instances, declining the opportunity to merge components suggested the
benefits of separating their functions. For example, Tetra Pak found that if two components providing the
function of motion should be separated, then alternative approaches to providing this functionality remotely,
such as via magnetism, should be explored. Such insights can drive innovations by illuminating the paths
to likely payoffs. While we do not measure innovation in our case studies, we do capture AAV at two points
in the life of each product. Further longitudinal studies could capture more points to determine the trajectory
of AAV evolution (fast or slow) and compare these with independent measures of innovativeness at the
overall product level.

5.3

Benefits and Limitations of the Research
Importantly, the AAV model enabled us to distinguish among alternative implementations of

modularity. Collecting data and building the product architecture model in each case helped to calibrate the
AAV measure and validate its results as useful for supporting architectural decisions. However, the AAV
model does not necessarily provide a comprehensive measure of the benefits and costs of modularity.
Because it focuses on the benefits of modularity for future adaptability, it may not explicitly capture some
potential, current benefits of modularity in product variants or for outsourcing or standardization. It does
not explicitly account for the possibilities of changing the interface costs, such as through investments in
the development of interface standards (e.g., Salvador 2007). Further investigations of interfaces as levers
for architectural improvement should provide fruitful insights (Ethiraj and Posen 2013). Optimizing AAV
(or any other architecture model) will not guarantee maximum profitability from a product line, because
product design is not an exact science, and all goals and possibilities cannot be known a priori. Despite
these limitations, however, the process of building and using the AAV model successfully guided managers
at each case study firm to a superior architecture (independently validated). Each case study firm used their
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own variety of internal, proprietary approaches to forecast the benefits of the AAV* architecture, and two
years later these benefits were essentially confirmed. While this does not prove optimality, in each case
they were able to project a net improvement over the original architecture. Thus, the AAV model, like many
models in the literature, is imperfect but nevertheless useful—certainly more useful than no model at all—
and apparently a step in the right direction. Further extensions and improvements to the AAV model should
provide fruitful opportunities for future research, because studies utilizing it could have important
implications for PD, organization design, production, outsourcing, field support, upgrades, customization,
forecasting, scenario analysis, lifecycle value, and many other decisions that depend on decisions about
product architecture, modularity, and adaptability.
We expect that several limitations of our study could be ameliorated through further research. First,
since the AAV model represents only an initial step towards operationalizing the competing effects of
component option values and interface costs on overall architectural value for adaptability, further
validation, calibration, and refinement of the model’s assumptions and parameters would be helpful, as well
as exploration of the appropriate weightings of the two main terms in equation (2). Ideally, such studies
would occur longitudinally to enable comparison of forecasted and actual values. Second, the AAV model
currently assumes that each alternative architecture maintains a constant level of product functionality or
technical performance. This assumption is not entirely unreasonable, because, as Mikkola (2006) noted,
“Components can be disaggregated and remerged into new configurations without losing functionality and
performance.” Yet, to avoid performance-diminishing alternatives, we had to rely on exclusion sets.
Nevertheless, all four cases demonstrated the benefits of the splitting and merging operators for increasing
AAV without a loss of product functionality or performance. However, future work could extend the model
to explicitly account for the performance dimension, such as by including measures of weight or size (as in
the TTI case) that figure as prominent critical-to-quality (CTQ) factors in the market. Accounting for the
performance dimension could also be approached by extending the AAV model to account explicitly for
the functional aspects of product architectures and the allocation of functions to components (Fixson 2005).
Despite these limitations, the current approach provides a useful foundation for extensions, and evidence
from our four cases improves our understanding of how component assignment to modules affects the right
amount of modularity for adaptability.

5.4

Implications for Practitioners
Our findings have several practical implications. In each case the modelers were able to illuminate and

explore the “modularity value space” (e.g., Figure 6) to a much greater extent, guided by an awareness of
the value of modules for creating options and the costs of inter-module interfaces. They were able to apply
decomposition and merging beneficially. Ultimately, each was able to rearchitect an actual product not only
with increased AAV by our model (theoretical improvement) but also with actual future benefits for their
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firm. Each of the cases involved a product redesign. Because many architectural decisions are locked in
early and therefore much more costly to change at the point of redesign, one would expect a wider range of
possibilities with an entirely new product architecture. On the other hand, it is more difficult to identify all
of the components and interfaces, and to estimate their option values and interface costs, early in the
development of an entirely new product. However, firms that develop similar products should be able to
employ the approach beneficially even at early stages in the product’s initial development.
Each of the case study firms confirmed that they did not expect that the AAV* architectures would have
emerged from their usual methods. Prior to this research, the firms’ designers and managers had tried to
design modular products, but they lacked ways to illuminate and evaluate the tradeoffs involved. The idea
of maximizing modularity is deeply ingrained in many design and management communities. When
presented with the concepts of options, interface costs, and AAV, the firms’ designers and managers were
initially skeptical. A formal method was required to guide and support their decisions about assigning
components to modules, and to convince management about the viability of the approach. The process of
building and using the AAV model resolved all three of these challenges: it convinced the designers that
the approach is viable, it provided actual design solutions (some intuitive but others quite remarkable and
unexpected), and it gained management approval for the new designs.
Post-project reports from each firm confirmed that the AAV modeling and optimization approaches
were indeed helpful, equipping them to increase product adaptability, cost-efficiency, lifespan, and overall
value. They reported that upgrading products via the DFA methodology provided shorter (re)development
lead-times and costs. The four firms considered the approach to be generic, scalable, tailorable, and useful
in practice. According to a formal, post-project review by the European Commission, this research

delivered a “step-change” in the performance of European industry, characterized by a higher reactivity
to market needs and more economically compatible products and services. Further information about
the final results is available at http://amisa.eu/.

6. Conclusion
Adaptability is a beneficial property of a product. It provides the ability to change the product in the
future at less cost. It is enabled by appropriate modularity. However, more adaptability and modularity are
not always cost-effective. Prescribing the right amount of and approach to modularity and adaptability
requires attention to the specifics of component option values and interface costs and choices about
component assignment to modules. We operationalized these conceptual relationships with an AAV model
grounded in modularity, options, and transaction/coordination costs theories. The model enabled us to
pinpoint where specific components should be merged to improve AAV. Evidence from four cases suggests
that our structural model and AAV measure represent the complex but generally curvilinear relationship of
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modularity with AAV and are useful for deriving practical benefits from architectural decisions. Some
products will benefit more from adaptability and modularity than others, depending on factors such as the
rate of technology change in their components and the diversity and rate of change of market needs. AAV
should provide a measure of appropriate modularity superior to M. Although further research is needed to
generalize our findings beyond these four cases, these results provide some insights about how a firm should
properly implement DFA, and they contribute to several streams of operations management literature,
including architectural modularity, evolution, alignment, and innovation.
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